The "Remember me" feature of login on tw.o sites doesn't really work as it should. On tw.o, dev.tw.o and themes.tw.o it's set via Admin > Login to values "tikiwiki, .tikiwiki.org, /, 1 week" and it lasts only some hour or so and expires then. It's annoying to relogin many times a day.
Comments

**Xavier de Pedro** 16 Jul 07 13:46 GMT-0000

remember me haven't worked either on many other sites... (it seems as if when other users log in the same site, tikiwiki expires your session???? or something like that...)

**Connor MacLeod of the Clan MacLeod** 05 Feb 08 19:38 GMT-0000

We've experienced the same issue with "remember me", and the admin controls for session lifetime. "Rm" seems to work only until the session expires, and we haven't been successful in extending the session from the admin pages.

**luciash d' being ‍♂️** 16 Apr 08 10:34 GMT-0000

it's just a wild guess but i changed on doc.tw.o the remember me name to "doctwo" and domain to ".doc.tikiwiki.org" and it keeps me logged in for several days already...

**Xavier de Pedro** 19 Aug 08 10:15 GMT-0000

Hi luci:
This works for me. Can you retest?

**Beestje** 20 Apr 09 14:51 GMT-0000

Tested locally on 2.1 and 2.2. and on *.tw.o.
Remember me works on *.tw.o

locally, it didn't work untill I set the session lifetime in php.ini:

```php
session.cookie_lifetime = xxxxxx
session.gc_maxlifetime = xxx
```
The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item1212-Remble-me-doesn-t-work-on-tw-o-sites